Adhesives:
5,000 sq. ft./hr

No harmful fumes: Both an economical and environmentally friendly method for surface preparation.
Precise steering for maneuvering in tight spaces

Battery: 8-10 hours on full battery with an On board charger 110 v – (Recommend a full charge before next use, but also plug it in for a small amount of time and
have the machine available without damage to the batteries); Average Battery life having more than 300 cycles for more than 1 ½ years

VCT:
3,000 sq. ft./hr

Please ask about additional related equipment: Diamond, Stone & Carbide Grinders, Tile Saws & Stripers, Demo Hammers, Floor Scrubbers, Burnishers

•
•

•

Removal Rates sq. ft./hr.: (Prepares 175-5,000 sq. ft./hr. depending on the material being removed)
Ceramic Tile:
Hardwood & Coatings:
Sheet Vinyl:
Carpet:
175 sq. ft./hr
300 sq. ft./hr
950 sq. ft./hr
1,450 sq. ft./hr

Specifications: 24.5” Wide, 48” Tall, 54” Long without jaw; 2100 lbs empty;
• Unique swivel head keeps the blade in contact with the floor ; Adjustable blade pitch and angle for several applications to increase output
• This ride-on scraper is used to remove a variety of materials from concrete surfaces, including thick coatings such as epoxies and urethanes, adhesives, thinset mortar and
roofing material. It also successfully removes floor coverings such as VCT, carpet, marble, ceramic tile, vinyl, wood flooring, rubber and other materials.

The BMS-220ADB is a compact unit, making it suitable for commercial, light industrial, retail and residential job sites. It fits easily through doorways and into tight areas and is
light enough for standard elevators.

This ride-on scraper is used to remove a variety of materials from concrete surfaces, including thick coatings such as epoxies and urethanes, adhesives, thinset mortar and roofing
material. It also successfully removes floor coverings such as VCT, carpet, marble, ceramic tile, vinyl, wood flooring, rubber and other materials.

The Blastrac® BMS-220ADB (All Day Battery) ride-on scraper now has the ability to run for a full work day before requiring a charge and therefore lasting hours longer than
similar ride-on scrapers available in the surface preparation industry.

Ride-On Scraper/Tile Stripper (National Carpet / Blastrac)

4423 South 84 Street (402) 331-6013
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